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ABSTRACT

The mechanisms of generation of SH and Love wavea by

underground nuclear explosions are investigated theoretically

and experimentally. An explosion in pre-stressed medium is

formulated as a composite source consisting of an isotropic

explosion and a double-couple representing the tectonic strain

release. From the radiation patterns of Rayleigh wave!, and

Love-to-Rayleigh wave amplitude ratios relative strenath of

the strain release component is determined. It is found that

relative amplitudes of Love waves and tectonic strain energy

release strongly depend on the medium properties in the im-

mediate vicinity of the explosion. For "harder" media such

as granite, energy rel-ease is much greater compared to "softer"

media such as alluviu~n or salt. The strain energy release,

as best as can be determined from laboratory experiments, is

primar.ly due to the relaxation of the pre-stress field

around explosion-generated and extended cracks and faults.
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INTRODUCTION

The source mecharisra of underground nuclear explosions

has been of great interest to seismologists since it was first

observed that a pure explosive source alone could not adequ-

ately account for the observed seismic radiation. The exis-

tence of prominent SH and Love waves in the lzeismic records

from these events was a prime reason for this :onclusion and

indicated that the explosions were probably causing the release

of some tectonic strain (Press and Archambeau, 1962). Early

studies by Brune and Pomeroy (1963), Aki (1964), and Toks6z

et al (1963) found that a double-couple type source combined

with a pure explosion could account for the observed seismic

radiation from several events.

In this report we summarize the work we have done on a

number of nuclear explosions at the Nevada Test Site and in

other areas. This report will consist of three parts, each

of which is essentially self-contained. There is, therefore,

a certain amount of repetition, such as in the theory, some

of the tables, and in the references contained in the report.

Part I deals with the source mechamisms determined for a large

number of underground explosions and the comparison of these

results to other data connected with these events. Part II

consists of a detailed analysis of one nuclear event (Bilby)
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and report concerning laboratory experiments on explosive

sources. The combination of these :wo types of analyses

helps to clarify the problem of strain energy release in pre-

events (Pile Driver and Greeley) which reieased a significantly

n.,jher proport.on of tectonic strain energy than other

.X,. I ions.

S
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I. SOURCE MECICHNISMS OF UNDERGROUND NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS FROM

LOVE WAVE TO RAYLEIGH WAVE RATIOS
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Introduction

The source mechanisms have been determined for a number

of underground explosions at the Nevada Test Site, ½n the

Soviet Union, and in otheritesting sites. We have followed

the method of Toks8z et al. (1965) of considering the source

to be a superposition of a symmetrical explosion and a hori-

zontal double-couple. The Love wave to vertical component

Rayleigh wave amplitude ratio from such a source is then given

by

UL k AL Co ze

where assuming the source time functions for both the explo-

sions and double-couple and the attenuation coefficients for

Love and Rayleigh waves are the same, k and k are the
L R

Love and Rayleigh wave numbers, A, and A are the mediumR

responses for Love and Rayleigh waves, u° and wO are the

components of particle velocity at the surface, F is the

relative strength of the doub-e-couple, and e is azimuth

of the fault plane. We determined the two parameters F and

e for each explosion by fitting the observed surface wave

data to the above formulation.
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Data

Tables Ia and Ib list the nuclear explosions we have

stuaiepd. Included are seven events previously analyzed by

Toks8z et ai. (1965), Toks6z and Kehrer (1971), and Tokstz

(1967). The surface wave data was obtained from stations

throughout North America in the case of the American events.

These included stations of the World Wide Standard Network

(WWSS), the Long Range Measurements Network (LRSM), the Canadian

Standard Seismograph Network (CSS), and two additional stations

at Berkeley and Pasadena which provided long-period data. Figure

1 shows the distribution of recording stations in North America.

However, not all stations provided useful data for each event.

For the presumed Soviet events, data was obtained from the WWSS

stations in Europe and Asia.

The film records of those events, for which the surface

wave data was of sufficient quality, were manually digitized.

The resulting data was then band-pass filtered to reduce noise

and the two horizontal components were rotated to radial an.d

tangential directions with respect to the epicenter. In this

way essentially pure Love waves were obtained on the tangential

component. Figure 2 is an example of this analysis for the

explosion Boxcar at Mould Bay, Canada. The three lower traces

are plotted from digital data and show *he unfiltered north-

south, east-west, and vertical components. The three upper
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traces show the filtered data, where the horizontal components

have been rotated to radial and tangential directions.

The tangential and the vertical components were then

Fourier-analyzed to yield the amplitude spectra. The proper

time windows for this analysis were determined by examnining

the filtered trace at each station individually and noting

the onset and duration of the wave trains.

Love wave to Rayleigh wave amplitude ratios were deter-

mined by computing the spectral ratio of the tangential com-

ponent to the vertical component over the period range 8 to

100 seconds. In general, the spectral ratios were somewhat

oscillatory and thus the ratio at any one particular period

could not be expected to be reliable at all stations. The

period range was, therefore, divided into three bands, from

9 to 1j seconds, from 15 to 22 seconds, and from 22

to 30 seconds. The average value of the ratio in each band

w%-s then taken to represent the ratio ov-r that banu,

An automatic error scheme (Kehrer, 1969) was used to deter-

mine the btst fit of Equation [1] to the observed data. In
1/2 -1,2 u*applying Equation fI]. the term k AL/kR A ) was taken

R R w0

to be a constant at all. stations. An error term E was then

formed between the obser.ed and the theoretical ratios for

combinations of F and 0.

"'Na (2)
I~~~ ij6v ZiL
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The jth combinati'en of F and 0 which fits the data best

will be that which minimizes E. Li/•i is the experimentally

measured Love wave to Rayleigh wave amplitude ratio at a par

ticular station i, S is a constant, and N is the number

of stations. The values of E were contoured on a Stromberg-

Carlson 4020 grind fcr ths three period-bands of each event.

Figure 3 shows these results for the explosion Faultless. The

minima indicate the orientation of the best fitting right-

lateral, vertical, strike-slip fault as measured clockwise

from the north at the source. A comparison of the error plots

over the three bands in Figure 3 reveals the frequency depen-

derice of F. The orientation 6 of the double-couple remains

essentially unchanged over the three bands while F is greatest

at long periods and smallest at short periods. This relation

ship was observed for nearly all events and indicates that the

source of Love wdves is less efficient at short periods than

the Rayleigh wave source. A similar phenomenon was noted Dy

Aki et al. (1969) for body waves frcm the Benham event. Figure

4 shows the relationship between F and the period for several

events.

Two other matrices, in addition to the one described, were

investigated to test the best fit of the data to theoretical

suurce configurations. The one consisted of normalizinq the

difference between the observed and theoretical ratios by the

observed ratio at each station. This rediced the weights of

.r~~ 7cs -- 
-
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large observed values on the error term, with the effect that

the F value was reduced. The second method consisted oi

normalizing by the theoretical ratio. This had the effect

of increasing the F value. In general, however, the

changes in F were small and the orientation remained essen-

tially unchanged. The values of F reported here are those

determined by the non-normalized matrix with the exception of

Creeley. In the case of Greeley, the absolute minimum in the

error plot for the 15 to 22 second period range occurred

for F = 0.9 and 0 = !75*. However, this configuration

could not account for the consistently large values of the

ratio due north of the NTS. Over the 22 to 30 second

range, the indicated miminum occurred at the much larger r

value of 1.6. Indeed this value appeared to fit the data

best over the 15 to 22 second range as well and it was

therefore taken to represent the strength of the double-couple

for Greeley. Furthermore, an investigation of Rayleigh wave

polarity (Toks8z and Kehrer, 1971) indicated that the F value

for Greeley was greater than one.

A summary of the best fitting F and 8 in the 15 to

22 second period range for each event is given in Tables Ia

and Ib. For the explosions of previous studies and for Buff,

Benham, and the presumed Soviet events of 3-20-66, 3-26-67,

and 10-21-61 for which the surface wave data was not of suf-

ficient quality to permit the calculation of spectral ratios,

- \C,¥y
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the parameters F and 0 were determined from mea-

surements of the maximum aiplitu.3es of Lo-,e and Rayleigh

waves. Included in Table I is the ratio of the surface wave

energy of the double-couple to the energy of the explosion.

This ratio (Toks~z et al, 1965) is closely approximated by

Ett/E =4/3 F.

Several conclusions can be drawn from Table I. The

close agreement in fault orientation of most of the events at

the Nevada Test Site indicates that a regional stress field

is probably contiolling the strain release. The large vari-

Lion within the two Soviet testing areas may be due to a lack

of data in the case of three of the events. The dependence

of F and hence the amount of stress release, on lithology

was previously noted by Toks8z (1967) and by Toks8z and Kehrer

(1971). Table I provides additional evidence that the multi-

polar source component is larger in more competent rock. Thus

strain release from a particular explosion is dependent on

the rock medium and the regional state of strain. The rela-

tively low F values for all L. the presumed Soviet events

are consistent with what is known about the two Soviet testing

areas-

The north-northwest orientation of the fault planes of

most of the Nevada Test Site explosions is in good agreement

- - - ---- r - -- - -J,



with lineaments and dominant fault patterns in the area.

Figure 5 shows t7he Yucca Falt%6 portion of the Nevada Test Site

withe source mechanisms of the explosions studied thare.

Included are the major natural faults and some of the fractures

produced by the events. The chief feature of Yucca Flat is

the Yucca Fault which trends northward through alluvium and is

of recent age. Although most observed displacements across

the Yucca Fault are vertical following nearby explosions,

numerous en echelon fractures along the fault were produced

in the alluvium by Corduroy (Barosh, 1968). Such an en echelon

pattern is generally related to strike-slip movement in the

underlying basement. The trend of the pattern in this case

suggests right-latexal slippage.

Figure 6 shows the Pahute Mesa portion of the Nevada

Test Site with the faults, explosion-pcoduced fractures, and

the events studied. The main structural feature of ahutLe

Mesa is the Silent Canyon Caldera, which encloses the five

events. Many normal faults, strikinq north-northwest, cut

the thick sequenze of Tertiary volcanic rock. Recent natural

movement along some of these faults has been inferred (McKeown

et al., 1966). For Benha~m and Boxcar, studies of aftershock

distribution (Hamilton and Healy, 1969; Ryall and Savage, 196S)

as well as studies of faulting and fracturing caused by the

explosions (Buckman, 1969; McKeown and Dickey, 1969) have been

published. Figure 7 shows the relationships of these two sets
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of data with the source mechanisms determined for the two

events. In the case of Benham, the correlation between the

orientation of the double-couple and the trend of the after-

shock pattern as well as the orientation of faults and frac-

tures is quite good. Both vertical and right-lateral move-

ments on the nearby Boxcar fault were initiated by Benham.

Hamilton and Healy (1969) found that the aftershocks of

Benham were concentrated in two patterns. Those to the north-

west of ground zero follow a northeasterly trend while those

to the west and southwest trend north-south. Fault plane

solutions from P waves of events in the first group indicate

dip-slip fault movement. Solutions for the second group in-

dicate right-lateral strike-slip motion in a northerly direction.

These two patterns were further confirmed in a study of smaller

Benham aftershocks by Stauder (1971). The solutions for the

second group of aftershocks are similar to the orientation of

the double-couple component for Benham (and other events) as

determined in this study. The Benham and Boxcar aftershocks

when considered together (see Figure 7) indicate the continuity

of the distribution pattern. Northeast-trending Benham after-

shocks overlap with those of Boxcar.

- - - .- ~-~- = -~ s -- -- 9
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II
TABLE Ia.

U.S. E X P L O S I O N S

D, C.
ENERGY RATI

STRENGTH FAULT
EVENT DATE REGION MEDIUM (F) AZI. tect exp

Pile Driver 6-2-66 Yucca Flat Granite 3.20 3400 13.65
(n. end)

Hardhat 2-15-62 Yucca Flat Granite >00 3300 12.00
(n. end)

Shoal 10-26-63 Fallon, Granite .90 3460 1.05
Nevada

Greeley 12-20-66 Pahute Mesa Zeolite 1.60 3550 3.41
Tuff

Benham 12-19-68 Pahute Mesa Zeolite .85 3450 .96

Tuff

Chartreuse 5--6-65 Pahutc Mesa Rhyolite .90 3530 1.05

Duryea 4-14-66 Pahute Mesa Rhyolite .75 3550 .75

Half Beak 6-30-66 Pahute Mesa Rhyolite .67 3450 .60

Boxcar 4-26-68 Pahute Mesa Rhyolite .59 3460 .46

Corduroy 12-3-6 Yucca Flat Quartzite .72 3470 .69

Rulison 9-i0-69 Grand Valley Ss. and .60 3350 .48
Colorado Shale

Faultless 1-19-68 Central Sat. Tuff 50 344" .33
Nevada

Cup 3-26-65 Yucca Flat Tuff .55 2000 .40

Bilby 9-13-63 Yucca Flat Tuff .47 3400 .29

Tan 6-3-66 Yucca Flat Tuff .39 3470 .20

Bronze 7-23-65 Yucca Flat Tuff .33 1850 .15

Buff 12-16-65 Yucca Flat Tuff .31 2080 .13

Haymaker 6-27-62 Yucca Flat Alluvium .33 3400 .14

Sedan 7-6-62 Yucca Flat Alluvium 0 - 0

Salmon 10-22-64 Hattiesburg, Salt 0 0
Missippi

Gnome 12-10-61 Carlsbad, Salt 0 0
New Mexicc

Milrow 10-2-69 Amchitka Andesite -.6 <.48
Island

'
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TABJE 1b.

PRESUMED SOVIET EXPLOSIONS

D. C. FAULT ENERGY RATIO

EVENT RECGION STRENGTH AZI. Etect/Eexp
(F)

10-27-66 Nova Zemlya 0.90 50 1.05

10-21-67 Nova Zei,,lya 0.71 430 0.67

2-26-67 E. Kazakh 0.85 60 0.96

3-20-67 E. Kazakh 0.81 1550 0.87

2-13-66 E. Kazakh 0.67 1010 0.6c

EARTHQUAKES

8-31-64 E. Turkey 6.0 2850

7-26-67 F. Turkey 1.5 2670

A
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Stations recording surface waves from explosions

in the continental United States.

Figure 2. Filtered (upper three traces) and unfiltered

(lower three traces) long-period components from

the Boxcar explosions at Mould Bay, Canada (MBC)

plotted from digital data at the same gain. The

two filtered horizontal components have been

rotated to radial and tangential directions to

separate Love and Rayleigh waves.

Figure 3. Contour plots of the deviations of combinations

of part double-couple and fault plane azimuth

from experimental Love to Rayleigh wave ratios

for three period ranges: a) 9 to 15 sec,

b) 15 to 22 sec, and c) 22 co it; sec,

for the Faultless event.

Figure 4. The period dependence of F, the past double-

couple, for five nuclear explJsions.

Figure 5. Map of Yucca Flat shoiig the fault plane orienta-

tion of theexplosions studied, explosion-produced

fractures, and major natural faults in the area

(geology after Fernald et al, 1968).
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Figure 6. Map of Pahute Mesa showing the fault plane

orientations of the explosions studied, explosion-

produced fractures, and natural faults in the

area (faults after Orkild et al, 1969).

Figure 7. Source mechanisms determined for the Boxcar and

Benham events compared to natural faults and

explosion-produced fracturing, and dftershozk

distribution. Aftershock distribution for Benham

(Hamilton and Healy, 1969) is that of the larger

aftershocks (magnitude 3 to 4.2). Aftershocks

from Boxcar (Ryall and Savag.., 1969) are those

occurring in the first two days after the event.

The circles are of radius 5 km centered on the

ground zero of the explosion.

J
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II. GENERATION OF SEISMIC WAVES BY EXPLOSIONS IN PRESTRESSED

MEDIA: NUCLEAR EVENTS AND LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS
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ABSTRACT

The mechanisms of generation of seismic wa~es by an

explosion in prestressed media are studied using both field

seismograms and controlled laboratory expariments. LRSM

seismograms from the underground nuclear explosion Bilby are

analyzed to determine the source parameters from the radia-

ted Love and Rayleigh waves. From the normalized amplitudes

of Rayleigh waves as well as the Love-Rayleigh amplitude ratios,

"a composite source consisting of an isotropic explosion and

"a double-couple is synthesized for the explosion and the

associateu' tectonic strain release. From ;silby and other

explosions studied by similar technique.;s, it is found that

the tectonic strain energy release strongly depends on the

medium properties in the immediate vicinity of the explo.;ion.

For "harC,(r" media (such as granite) the tectonic strain

energy release and the relative amplitude of Love waves are

significantly higher than fcr softer media such as alluvium.

Source time functions of Love waves associated with the

explosions are closer to time functions of earthquakes than

to those of explosions.

The mechanisms of the pre-existing strain energy release

by explosive sources are studied in two separate laboratory

experiments. In a one-dimensional experiment where an ex-

plosive source iL detonated in a rod stressnd in torsion, the

S-wave amplitudes are found to be linearly proportional to
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pre-strain. In the second experiment, radiation of seismic

waves, and the near source phenomena of explosive sources

in pre-stressed plates are studied by photoelastic as well

as strain gauge observations. The generation of S-waves

is greatly enhanced by the pre-stress condition. It is

found that extended cracking (faulting) occurs along direc-

tions determined by the prestress field. The transverse

(SH) waves are generated primarily by the relaxation of the

stress field along these cracks. The explosion-generated

cavity alone could not account for the radiated transverse

seismic energy.

I4
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I. INTRODUCTION

Seisrmic surface and bodY waves generated by underground

explosions and recorded at distant stations quite often show

characteristics differing from those of an ideal explosive

point source in a homogeneous medium. Most notable among

these differences are the presence of Love waves and the

azimuthal asymmetry of the Rayleigh wave radiation patterns.

Through numerous studies it has been shown that the Love waves

are produced at the source region, although the exact mecha-

nism of their generation still cannot be clearly defined.

The purpose of this paper is to present and interpret data,

obtained from underground nuclear explosions and controlled

laboratory experiments, on seismic waves generated by explo-

sive sources in strezsed media.

There have been a number of studies dealing with the

radiation patterns and the generation of SH-type seismic waves

by underground nuclear explosions (Press and Archambeau, 1962;

Brune and Pomeroy, 1963; Aki, 1964; Toks6z et al., 1964;

Toks8z et al., 1965; Toks8z, 1967; Kehrer, 1969; Molnýir at

al., 1969; Tsai and Aki, 1970). In addition, there arc a

number of previous theoretical studies on the problems of

seismic wave generation by explosions (Zvo3.irn1k.•i, 1960; Bishop,

1963; Alverson, 1964; Cisternas, 1964; Butkovich, 1965;

Ar_-hambeau, 1968). Difficulties in describin:j %::ve propagation

from nuclear explosions arise because of very

high r involved. In th(, . . .... •

- 7~--~ -- - -
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-= :-e;:~olosion, 'shoc.!k phenoiena dominate, whereas in the far

zone, elastic behavior prevails. The transition region is

extremely important to the under~standing of seismic wave

generation, yet this region is extremely difficult to de-

scribe mathc.matically.

in the description of this complex problem, difficulties

arise both in mathematical formulation and from inadequate

knowledge of the behavior of geologic materials under shock

loading. In the zone immediately around the explosion, a

relatively small volume, hydrodynamic compressible flow

equations can be used without major assumptions or approxima-

tions. In the zones where the rocks are crushed and cracked,

however, neither fluid nor elastic behavior can be assumed,

and a semiempirical treatment based on approximations and

available data must be followed. If the explosion is placed

in a medium where tectonic stresses exist, other complica-

tions arise from the stress relaxation around the cavity, the

crushed zone, and the zone of numerous shock induced cracks.

Controlled laboratory experiments can provide some of

the information needed for the understanding of seismic wave

generation by explosions in pre-stressed media, Some experi-

ments have been conducted in the field using explosive sources

in soil (Kisslinger et al., 1961). Other model experiments have

been carried out in the laboratory using explosive sources in

pre-stressed plates. In these tests, the radiation patterns of

seismic compressional and shear waves were observed with

various transducers and oscilloscopes (Kim and Kisslinger, 1967;

---- --- --- -- t~~---~- -- ~'~-~- -- ~~--- -,~ - - ~--~~ ~ ~. -4
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Kisslinger and Gupta, 1963). Most recently, photoelastic

techniques have been used to observe wave generation and pro-

pagation in pre-stressed media (Thomson et a!., 1969).

In this paper we will treat, in three steps, the problem

of mechanisms of seismic wave generation by explosive sources

in pre-stressed media. First, we describe the radiation

pattern of surface waves from a typical underground explosion

at the Nevada Test Site. We determine its source mechanismA

by using an amplitude equalization scheme. In part two,

we describe the results of laboratory experiments in which

explosive sources were detonated in plates un.ter different

pre-stress conditions. Here the mechanisms of seismic wave

generation, crack formation, and source complications were

observed using dynamic photoelasticity and high speed photo-

graphic techniques. Finally, we interpret thc field obser-

vations in light of laboratory findings.

II. FIELD OBSERVATIONS)

Seismic waves from a large number of the U. S. underground

explosions have been well-recorded by LRSM (Long Range Seismic

Measurements), VAISS (World-Wide Seismic System) and other

seismograph stations in North Aimerica. LRSM stations provide

the best recordings of surface waves in the period range of

l1 to 50 seconds. Most of the large explosions detonated in

relatively hard geologic media (granite, tuff) gonerate Love

-~-C.
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waves in addition to Rayleigh waves. T.4o examples of Love

waves from explosions are shown in Figures 1 and 2. Explo-

sions in loose alluvium and salt domes, and collapse events

following explosions, do not generate a significant amount

of Love waves. The main body of this study is devoted to

the understanding of the generation of these transverse

waves. Some sources that must be considered are:

(1) relaxation of the pre-stressed medium around the explo-

sion generated cavity, (2) triggering of an earthquake by

the explosion, (3) radiation from explosion induced cracks

in the medium, and (4) a combination of all of these.

In order to resolve this problem it is useful to first

determine the radiation patterns of Rayleigh and Love waves.

A group of explosions have been studied using the amplitude

equali.7tion method (Toks8z, et al., 1964, 1965; Toks6z, 1967;
Kehrer, 1969). Here we illustrate the'methcd with data from
the Bilby explosion.

I1.1. Radiation of Seismic Waves from the Bilby Explosion.

The nuclear explosion Bilby was detonated at the Nevada

Test Site on 13 September 1963 at 17:00:00 GMT. The shot was

placed at a depth of 700 m. in tuff. The computed equivalent

magnitude was mb = 5.8. A collapse evejit ( .b 5) followed

the explosion at 17:31:20.5 GMT.

Bilby generated Rayleigh and Love waves which were well
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recorded at a number of LRSM stations. The station distri-

bution is shown ini Figure 3. The Love waves could be iden-

tified easily since the long-period horizontal instruments

Ls were generally oriented in radial and transverse directions

relative to the source. Furthermore, fora continental path,

Love waves have higher group velocities than Rayleigh waves

in the period range of interest.

Radiation Pattern of Rayleigh Waves. Under ideal conditions

the radiation pattern can be )btained by correcting the

observed amplitudes for instrument response, geometric spread-

ing and attenuation effects. In practice, however, the geo-

logic conditions are ccmplicated and the absolute amplitude

method is not very effective (Toksdz and Clermont, 1967).

Thus a method of normalization must be consieered. The

source and the propagation factors cannot be isolated from

each other. Therefore, we must consider methods in which

one of the variables is held constant while the effect of

the other is investigated. Wle used two methods for the

study of relative amplitudes to determine the radiation pat-

tern from Bilby. In the first, we normalized the amplitudes

of the Rayleigh waves generated by the explosion to those

o0 the collapse event that followed. In the second we used

the ratio of the Love and Rayleigh wave amplitudes to obtain

a source function.

The collapse of the cavity (formed by the explosion) seems

i
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to provide an excellent reference for normalization. When

the amplitude ratios of the explosion-and collapsc-gonerated

waves are taken, the propagation and instrument effects com-

pletely cancel out, and the ratio directly reflects the source

effects. In previois studies, it was found that the radia-

tion pattern from the post-explosion collapse was in general more

Symmetric than the pattern from the explosion. The azimuthally

uniform amplitudes as well as the absence of prominent Love

waves were evidence of this radial symmetry (Toks8Z, 1967).

If we assume that the Bilby collapse had a radially uniform

radiation pattern, then the explosion/col1apse ratio would

indicate if the explosion was a symmetric source.

The ratios of peak amplitudes of the Rayleigh waves are

show*;n in Figure 4 as a function of azimuth. The peak ampli-

tudes were directly read from the long-period records of the

LRSM stations. In a few instances the sr[ectral ratios were

computed, and these, on the average, s-owed a similar radiation

pattern as the peak amplitudes.

The azimuthal cove :age in Figure 4 i' far from being

complete, but in the north and northeast directions, where

there is a sufficient number of observations, the deviation

from a uniform ratio is ciear. If we assume that the radial

non-uniformity of the radiation pattern from the explosion wa.•

due to some form of tectonic complication (such as the relaxa-

tion of the medium due to the cavity or induced rupture), we

can include this effect by superimposing a multipolar term
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on the explosive source. Both seismic model experiments and

theoretical studies indicate that at large distances from the

source, a double-couple type source function is a good repre-

sentation for tectonic strain release (Honda, 1962; Burridge

and Knopoff, 1.964; Archambeau, 1968). Then the displacements

observed at a distant station can be written as the v~ectorialI suns of 'those due to an explosive source and to a double-

couple.

Using the notation of Toksbz, et al. (1.965), we can write

the far-field expression~s for the Rayleigh wave ground dis-

plaicenients from a near-surface explosive source.

*0

(1) ý

U -

R R(27rr)

e

W e(to) U e(W), V e(0) are the vertical., radial. and tanqential

components of the displacement, k is the wave number, r is

the .-adial distance, YR is the R~ayleigh wave attenuation coef-

ficiernt. AR is the medium rcesponse for Rlaylei~gh waves due to

a ve~rtical force, 6 and iFare the components of particle

velocity at the surface. TMt~ and A+(w) are the amplitude and

--4
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the phase spectra of the source time function. The displace-

ments due to an orthogonal, horizontal. double-couple source

are (Ben-Menahem and Harkrider, 1964; Toks6z ;t al., 3.965):

c
Wdc(,) _ j kR A ) A (M)T' (u) sin 26 exp(-yRr)(2 -ar) ý'

A
exp[i(wt-k Rr-6t+3v/4)]

U(') - r 1/12 (j AR(u)T' (I) sin 20 exp(-YRr)
dc (2-,rr) -2 20W

0

-exp [i (wt-k~r-•t- 31/4) ]

Ct

Vdc 2 k 2 AL(w)T'V() cos 20(-yLr)Vdc ;• 2r/2 -LL
(27tr)"2~

• expfi (wt-k r-ýý-3,w/4) ]

The subscripts R and L refer to Rayleigh and Love waves,

respectively. The angle 6 is measured counter-clockwise from

the principal plane (i.e. fault plane) of the double-couple.

The far-field displacements of Rayleigh and Love waves

from a composite source consisting of an explosion and hori-

zontal double-couple can be written from (1) and (2).
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URZ w.e + Wdc ~i

= w{ TI ((i) (3)

=We(wa) {1 + F • sin 20 exp[i(60t)]) (3)

UL= Vdc (W)

F is the relative strength of the double-couple, 6t =

is the phase difference of two time functions. The term

with the factor sin 28 gives the azimuthal dependence of the

Rayleigh wave radiation..

If we assume that the source time functions are approxi-

mately the same for an explosion and the multipolar source

in the period range of interest (i.e. T ='T'), eq. (3) becomes

URz = We (1+ F sin 28)

(4)

U-. Vdc

The motion from the collapse of the cavity can be repre-

sented by

U) =C W exp(io ) (5)
collapse

where C3 is the relative amplitude and c is the phase of

time function relative to the explosion. From previous studies,

it was found that at long periods (T f 20 sec), explosion and

collapse pairs had similar spectra except for a phase term

I
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c 1 (Brune and Pomeroy, 1963; Smith, 1q63; Toks6z et al.,

1964). With the above formulations and assumptions, the

theoretical Rayleigh wave displacement ratios for a given

explosion-collapse pair can be written as

(UR)
explosion (I F F sin 20] (6)

(UR)
collapse

In Figure 4 the theoretical curve is computed using (6).

Choosing C', F, and the'orientation of the double-couple to

fit the data best, we find C' = 12, F = 0.47, and the refer-

ence direction for the double-couple principal plane (i.e.

"fault plane") 6 = 3408. With these data the fit is good.

The above figures mean that the explosion-generated surface

waves were 12 times larger than those of the collapse, and

that the relative strength of the double-couple force was

0.47 times that of the explosion.

Amplitude Ratios of the Love and Raylei2h Waves. The Love
--

waves generated by the explosions can also be used to determine

the nature of the source mechanism. According to our formula-

tion, the Love waves will be generated by the

tectonic component of the source. The explosion itself will

not generate Love waves under ideal radially symmetric conditions.

In determining the radiation pattern, we will again uve

a normalization scheme to minimize the effects of propagation paths

-
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"<:C1 ~ �-.•..1 " - ice.Lions s;3.,co ve 00o not have a nure

Love wave source that can be used as a reference, we will

noimalize to Rayleigh waves. This scheme was successfully

applied to explosions and earthquakes by Toks~z et al. (1965).

The r,'tic of the Love !.,av* amolitude to the Z co:'o-

nent of tlie Payl.eigh %waves generated by the explosion can

be written using equations (.), (2), (3), and (4).

1/2lULl F k AL cos 28O

(1 + T sin 2.)kR A (6*/W
*R R 00

In writing (7), it was assumed that the source time functions

IM() and T' (w) w.,rere the same for both the explosion and the

double-couple component. Furthermore, as the previous sec-

tion, it is assumed that the tectonic cont):ibution can be

represented as a double-couple. Thus the love waves are

those generated by a double-couple, and the *Payleigh -aves

are the vectorial sum of those due to the explosion and due

to the double-couple.
In using (7) we must compute k, AL, k A, (A /)

L R R1 (o0-

•L' YR" These quantities are functions of the frequency for a

given earth structure. Fortunately, k.2 A 2 A i ai
L L/~ R

and slowly varying function of frequency in the spectral

range of our interest. Thus the effect of the st,'rct*1re is

minimized by the norrializati.on process, and an ir-ýnreci.se

knowledge of structure does not limit the applicability of

*1N
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the method. We took one average structure for the Western

United States given by Alexander (1963) and computed the

amplitude response for the Rayleigh (A ) and the Love (AL)
R

waves. The method and programs of Harkrider (1964) were

used in these computations. The results are shown in

Figures 5 and 6.

In computing the Love/Rayleigh amplitude ratios from the

long period recordings on the LRSM stations we used the peak

amplitudes. In cases where spectra were computed, they peaked

at about T = 18 seconds. Spectral ratios are shown in Figure I
7 for four stations, together with the ratio of peak ampli-

tudes. On the average the agreement is good enough to justi-

fy the use of peak amplitudes, with the understanding that

the results are valid only in the T = 15-20 second period J

range. At longer periods UL/URz ratios generally tend to

increase as seen for stations CP-CL and CPO"2 in Figure 7.

All the available UL/URz data from Bilby are shown in

Figure 8, as wel- as the theoretical curve based on equation

(7). The reference plane for double-couple orientation

(plane of = 3400) and the relative strength F = 0.47 are

the same values that were determined from the explosion/collapse

Rayleigh wave ratios. The agreement between the observed data

and the theoretical curve can be considered good.

The consistency of one single source model for both the

Rayleigh and the Love wave radiation patterns is encouraging.

Although this is not a definite proof, if gives support to
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our method of synthesizing the source and to our assumiptionz.

11.2. Sour.-e Time Function of Bilby

The source time function of the explosion can be deter-

mined from the recordings of the motion at distant stations

by correcting for the instrument response and the response

of the propagation medium. For surface waves, we can com-

pute both amplitude (corrected for attenuation) and phase re-

sponse if the structure is known. In this study we will

use an average structure and use only the amplitude spectra,

since the accuracy of phase spectra depends very strongly

on exact knowledge of the structure.

The Rayleigh waves recorded at three stations are first

corrected for the instrument response to obtain the true ground

displacement. These stations are Kanab (Utah), Campo (Cali-

fornia) and Winnemucca (Nevada). They represent excellent

azimuthal coverage at fairly close distarceg. The filtered

Rayleigh wave pulses from two of these are shown in Figure 9

and their Fourier amplitude spectra in Figure 10. Ground

displacement spectra (Figure 11) are obtaiined by correcting

the spectra of Figure 10 for the instrument response at each

station. They represent the product of the source .im;Aitude

spectrum and the response of the layered medium (i.e. propa-

gation path) to Rayleigh waves. The medium response includes

the effects of attenuation and the source depth.

To determine the source functionwe must correct the

- .- 4
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ground displac'mncnt for the propagation factor. This was

done using the impulse response of the medium (Figure 5) as

given by equat-ion 1. The effect of attenuation was removed

using yR =f/UQ where U is the group velocity and Q was

assumed to be 10, independent of frequency. The corrected
spectra are shown in Figure II. -This presumably represents the spectrum

. of the source oressure function.

The interpretation of amplitude spectra in terms of a

time function requires incorporating either I

phase data or some other constraint. We

assume that the pressure pulse has the form p(t) p p).

This formulation was diiscussed in an earlier study (Ti-W

et al., 1964). The whole problem now consists of determining-the

parameter n from the spectra. A value of n = 1.5 seems to

agree %,ell with the observations as shown in Figure 12. Dis-

crepancies at periods longer than T = 30 seconds are attributed

to the effects of lateral heterogeneities and low signal to

noise ratio. The time function is given in Figure 13. 2

We must note here that the p(t) we determined represents

the stress wave form not at the source but at some distance

fr-om the point of detonation. Since we used a linear theory

based on infinitesimal strains to correct for propagation and

at-tenuation effects, our corrcetions are valid only to the

boundary of the region where these conditions are met. This

may be at a distance of $everal kilometers from the source

point. We must clarify one other aspect of Fig:ure 9: the
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pressure pulse was based on data in the period range of 10 to

35 seconds, so w.;e could not see any of the fine features of

the pulse that would be observable primarily in the high

fre.ue-.ncy con--ionents. Zleithor could we see a small r,.-d'ial .

per.•a - d.nt displacement or strain. Even with these ]inita-

tions the shape of the time function shown in Figure 9 is

si-.-ilar to (alltto-ugh soi.ewhai bj-oader than) those of clos--in

measurements ('Wistor, et al., 1963; Perrett, 1969). The source

time function varies since it is denendent on the yiel.d of the

explosion, the iredium, and shot depth. In gene, larger ex-

plosions have broader pulses (smnaller n values) .r investi-

gators have also proposed a step-function for the source model

on the basis of surface wave data (Tsai and Aki, 1970). However,

the available close-in acceleration measurements (Perrett, 1968)

and near-field strain data (Smith, et al., 1969) indicate larger

stresses at the beginning of the pulse than toward the tail.

These emphasize the need for spectral data near the source over a

broad period range for future detailed source studies.

It would be of interest to examine the source function

of the Love waves generated by Bilby. Choosing four stitions

where Love waves are well separated from Rayleigh w.-ave inter-

ference, .e follo:.1ed the same procedure as for 11a01 le :h waves

of correcting the spectra for the instrument response, and

the rosponse of the laycred modi- m fof an orthoqonal double-

couple source. fhe resiA.tant spectra of the .ource time

function ar-e nhn in Figure 1.4, ancl their shapes are con-

sisktat for all four stations.
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I4
From the comparison of Figures 12 and 14 it is obvious

that the source time function of the explosion-generated

Rayleigh waves and that of the Love waves is quite different.

The Love waves seem to be richer in low frequency cc:nponents.

From the available amplitude data in a relatively narrow fre-

quency band, we cannot determine the time function of Love

waves. It appears to be between a step function and a ramp,

if we assume a point source near the surface, a value of ' = 100,

and if we ignore the effects of source volume. With these limi-

tations, a step function w'th a rise time on the order of a few

seconds may be an acceptable approximation for Love waves.

The source spectra of the Rayleigh ard Love waves generated

by explosions are important because they contain information

about the mechanism of the Love wave generation. The differ-

ences demonstrated above are significant. They indicate that

an explosion may trigger the Love wave radiation, but it

probably does not control its time history. The Love wave

source spectra are closer to those of earthquakes tthan to the

spetra of explosion generated Rayleigh waves.

11.3. Comparison with other Explosions

In determining the source properties of the Bilby explo-

sion, we followed tile same procedures that were used in our

earlier studies of the Hardhat, Haymakor, Sedan and Shoal

explosions, as well as in some later events (Toksbz, at al.,
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1965; Kehrer, 1969; Toks&v et At., 1971). Here we will compareIB
the Bilby results with those of other explosions, which are

'M

tabulated in Table 1.

The most significant result i3 that Bilby, like the

Haymaker and Shoal explosions, gcnerated Love waves. The

source mechanism in all cases caih be explained in terms of an

ideal radial explosive socurce superimposed on a tectonic source

of double-couple form. The orientation and relative strength

of the double-couple seem to be controlled by the properties of

the medium and the orientation of the tectonic axes in the source

region. Bilby (in tuff) and ilaymaker (in alluviun) were located

about 5 km apart. The radiation patterns of Rayleigh waves are

almost identical. In both cases the principal plane of the

double-couple is oriented in the direction 0 = 340*. Other

explosions in the same general area give similar orientation.

In the shoal explosion, which was fired in a completely differ-

ent area, the orientation of the double-couple was in very good

agreement with those of earthquakes in the area (Toks8z et al.,

1965). These facts suggest that multipolar contributions to

the radiation patterns are controlled by the general tectonic

features of the region.

The relative strength of the tectonic (double-couple)

contribution to the radiation pattern seems to 1-e controlled

by the properties of the medium in which the explosion is de-

tonated. This is demonstrated by the observation that for ex-

plosions in salt domes (Gnome and Salmon) and loose alluvium

A,
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(Sedan), the source functions did not have multipolar compo-

nents (i.e., F = 0). For HIaymal-r.r, which was buried deep in

alluvium, a value F 0.33 was determined. For Bilby (in

tuff) F was 0.47, and for Shoal, which was fired in granite,

F was equal to 0.9. Hardhat was another explosion in granite,

and it had an F value greater than 1.0. These and tjen other

Sexplosions recently studied (Tehsfz, et al., 1971) indicate

an increase of F with increasinq rock strength and, hence, strain

energy capacity of the medium.

From these exam'Dles we cannot deterriine conclusively

whether the multipo].ar component of the seismic energy radia-

tion is due. to release of some of the strain energy accumu-

lated in the medium, due to fracturing or due to earthquake

triggering. Our laboratory model experiments,

described in the next section,will help to clarify some of

these points.

I,

~3
-4
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III. LAIOORATORY EXPERIMENTS

Laboratory experiments can, in principle, provide a better

physical understanding of explosive seismic sources than field

observations because the explosive source strength, pre-stress

field and elastic properties of the medium can be varied in a

known way. Two separate laboratory experiments were carried

out with explosions in pre-stressed media. The first experi-

ment utilized a rod stcessed in torsion, an explosive source,

and strain gauges. The second set of experiments was per-

formed with point sources in pre-stressed two-dimensional

plate model. Photoelastic techniques and high speed photo-

graphy were utilized to determine the shot effects in the

source region, radiation of stress waves, and the crack for-

mation as a function of medium properties and pre-stress

levels.

III.i. Stressed Rod Experiment

A simple one-dimensional laboratory experiment, giving

insight into the basic physical mechanisms involved in the

production of stress waves from explosive sources in pre-

stressed media, is shown in Figure 15. Plexiglas rods 1.27

cm in diameter, and of varying lengths up to 2 m, were stressed

in torsion. A few cm from one end, a bridge wire was inserted

in a close fitting diametric hole and exploded with a 100-

joule source. This was adeqliate energy to sever the end of
A

the rod leaving the remainder of ihe rod free from Lhe torsional

restraints holding it. The resulting radiated waves were
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re'•,:¢.dc d yt-ain gauges placed an the r•,' circumference

at various distances from the shot but oriented at 450 to the

rod axis. Typically four gauges were used, one recording

directly onto a.n oscilloscope and all four were recording on

magnetic ta.pe. The gauges were also read statically before

firing the bridge wire source to provide a measure of the

prestrain.

Typical oscillogram tracings from four shots at dif-

ferent pre-stress levels are shown in Figure 16. Two out-

standing pulses on the oscillogram are the one-dimensional

equivalents of P and S waves. Velocities measured, using

gauges at several distances from the source, identify these

as the rod wave (P) and torsion wave (S), respectively. The

distinctive wave shapes for P and S pulses in Figure 16 in-

dicate that P-wave shape is controlled by the time function

of the explosive -.-)urce. The S-wave is characterized by a

step-function input, and corresponding to the permanent re-

laxation of the torsional strain in the medium.

A number of oscillograms were obtained at various pre-

strain levels but with the same explosive source. The ampli--

tudes of the P and S waves are plotted as a function of the

pre-strain level in Figure 17. it is quite apparent that the

amplitude of the S-wave due to strain release increases

linearly with an increase in the prestressing field while

the P-wave amplitude remains constant. From the zero inter-

"cept times for both P and S waves in time-distance plots, it

can be concluded that at the precision level of this experiment,

• I
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there was no evidence of a different origin t'ime for P than

for £. Furthermore, the obszrved time function of radiated

S-waves (Fig. 16) can be characterized as a lieaviside step

function, as seen through response of strain gauge~s. This

is consistent with the source time functions observations

fo" Lhe Rhy½eig;h ",aves and the Love waves from the Bilby

expiosi.n, as determined in the previous section.

111.2. Two-dimensional Photoelastic Experiments

The one-dimensional experiment cannot be used to model

the spatial variation of radiation pattern from explosive

sources in pre-stressed media. However, a close simulation

of the underground explosions can be achieved by using two-

dimensional modeling techniques.

The experimental procedure used in this study involves

glass and plexialas plates stressed in tension or shear. The

explosive source is simulated by a small radial shot and the

source and radiation fields are observed by dynamic photo-

elastic techniques. This experiment differ- from previous

studies by Kim and Kisslinger (1967) utilizing aluminum and

plexiglass
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•~ ,]•-,: •1nd I, ~ ' i ; . Lg; . t, 1l tqi.l:c:; l!. , :h ii~EL'r~.,:.s are

that in the current study: 1. A pra-stressing frame

capoble of synthesizing a variety of static stress fields

including tonsion, compression, and shear was used. 2. The details

of the c_:xnosion, dynamic cracking, and wave generation in

the near .;om>,e region were continuously observed through

the use of dynamic photoelastic techniques. 3. Glass was

included among the model material used. The shock loading

properties of glass are closer to those of rock-forming

silicates, and its more brittle character simulates near

surface rocks somewhat bettdr than the more ductile, but

experimentally more convenient, plastics or metals. In the

experiment, glass turned out to be more important than

Plexiglas for studying cracking phenomena because the crack

velocity in glass was higher than the expansion velocity of

explosion gases, whereas in the Plexiglas it was lower. There-

fore, only in the case of glass did we obtain adequate de-

tailed photographic evidence of the dynamic cracking phenomena.

Figure 18 shows in outline the apparatus used in our two-

dimensional work. Referring to this figure, explosive excita-

tion of the model was provided by a closed loop of mild detonating

fuse (MDF). This induced a radial shock source in the plate

as the shock wave from the detonation in the t.DF enetered the plate

model simultaneously from both sides. The model was surrounded by

polarizing optics so that the e..plosion process, cracking,

wave generation and propagation could be made visible to rhe

-. •-
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hi,-h s!>cd ':iny camera by mcans of thc photoelastic effect.

Suitably conditioned intense paraxial illumination was pro-

vided by the Argon bomb, a front surface mirror and the

Fresnel lens.

A much more detailed discussion of the experimental

technique, the methods of using dynamic photoelastic obser-

vations (isochromatics and isoclinics) to identify seismi-

cally interesting features, is given in our earlier paper

(Thomson et al., 1969). and will not be further elaborated

on here.

In addition to photoelastic observations, strain gauges

were used to record the dynamic field at points too far

distant from the source for the optical techniques to be

completely adequate. These gauges were set out so as to

instrument one quadrant surrounding the source.

In the following section we will investigate in detail

both the propagation of the stress waves from the shot and

the characteristics of the cracking phenomena.

111.2,1. Stress-Wave Propagation in a Stressed Plate

To understand the fringe patterns shown in Figures 19

to 24, it is necessary to introduce some basic definitions

and results of some calculations.

Upon passage through a stressed plate model, monochro-

matic circularly polarized light becomes polarized in two

orthogonal directions. These are parallel to the principal
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polarized in each direction experiences a difCerent velocity

in traversing the model, an in:-erference effect due to the

resulting phase difference is observed when the two compo-

nents of the incident beams are combined upon passage through

the analvzer. The fringes so produced are called isochroma-

tics and are proportional to the difference in the principal

stresses (a, - G ) and hence the maximum shearing stress.
The fringe order is thus given by:

n = h (a1 - )/f)/f

(8)
2h

n f y T m

where TM is the maximum shear stress, h is the plate thickness

and E is the constant of proportionality which is wavelength

dependent. Therefore if white light is used to illuminate

the model the isochromatic effect is a multicolored inter-

ference pattern. Knowing the stress field (or' 06, Ord) one

can calculate the isochromatics from cquation (8) and to

within a numerical constant factor (for a particular material

and thickness). This factor must be determined experimentally.

In plane polarized light not only arc the isochromatics

observed but an additional set of extinctions, called the

isoclinics, are seen wherever the principal stress directions

are parallel or porpendicular to the pass directions of the

polarizer and analyzer. In this experiment, polarizer and

&--~ ----
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. - : . ,.,.O d Mt 4i5' a-d 1350. -hu5; in- the unstressed

plate case, shot generated P waves will have isoclinics in

directions 6 = 45, 135, 225, 3150. The S-waves from the same

source will have isoclinics at 0 = 0, 90, 180 and 2700. The

isoclinics are used to identify the wave types (P or S) in

these experirents.

In the case of the stressed plate the isoclinics will

shift due to the static stress field. In this case the loci

of isoclinic3 can be calculated from the vectorial summation

of principal static and dynamic stresses.

Examples of isochromati',cs and isoclinics from a shot in

an unstressed plexiglas plate are shown in Figure 19. Note

that these patterns are very clear for P-waves, but less

clear for S-waves which were much smaller in amplitude. In

fact, S-waves can be identified in this case on the basis of

the isoclinics. The theoretical isochromatic and isoclinic

pattern for a radial transient source in a plate ,s given in

Figure 20.

In performing the calculations on which Figure 20 (and

also Figure 23) were based, it was assumed that the dynamic

stress components displayed geometric attenuation inversely

proportionni to the square root of the distance from the

source and that the wave form propagated without shape change.

These assumptions are only approximations and in order to

better understand the effect on the i:;ochroriatics we have

made a few precise theoretical calculations for the cylindri.-

cal source in a plate. The analytic formulations of
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this problem have been given by Krommn (1948). The nunerical

solution of the integral equation has been discussed by

Barker, Toks3z, and Ward (1969). The results for a particu-

lar transient cavity pressure are shown in Figure 21, where

the radial stress, displacement, and maximum shear stress

have been coml.uted as a function of normalized distance

r = distance/hole radius from the source for glass and

plexiglas. Looking at the maximum shear stress in Fig. 21,

it is clear that fringes would separate better in the case

of plexiglas than in the case of glass.

The principal features of Figure 19 were identified by

comparing them to the theoretical isochromatics and isoclinics

of FNj. 20 and by the use of time-distance plots to obtain

velocity. Fractional fringe orders only In < 1) are visible

in this framing camera sequence. The compressive and dila-

tational portions of P, the zero order isochro-natic separating

them and a weak S waves are all visible in this photograph.

The spreading effect on the isoclinics caused by superposition

of P dnd S waves indicated theoretically in Fig. 20 can be

seen in fact by close inspection of Fig. 19.

Using black and white photography, the actual stress

level is determined from the observed fringe order n and

equation (8). Color photography was used to compute stress

levels from the retardation of one wavelength with respect

to another wavelength and the resulting chromtatic effects.
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A

The .. in .,uhasis of this work is to d'etermine the effect

of pre-strezs on the generation and radiation of seismic waves.

For this reason, photoelastic experiments with explesir.eI3
sources were repeated with prestressed plates. The plexi-

glas and glass plates were stressed in pure tension or pure

shear using the stress frame. The shear was generated by

applying equal amounts of tension and compression in the y

and x directions, respectively. The maximum amount of stress

was limited to about 100 bars per axis.

The static stress field is somewhat complicated by the

presence of a small hole (drilled to place the explosive

source) in the center of the plate. The radial, a , tangen-
r

tial, a8 , and shear, Tr, components of the stress around

the hole of radius, a, can be computed from Muskhelishvili's

solution (Savin, 10966).

In our experiments the hole radius is a = 0.185 cm. Thus

in most of the plate where fringe patterns are observed, a << I.r

Neglecting the higher order terms of the static stress
r

field can be expressed as (Thomson, et al., 1969)

a=- (1 + cos 28)r 2
22

(1-cos 28) (9)

Tr =--sin 28
rO 2
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I
Lo r ten;rsion, :da

a r = cos 20

o =-o cos 20 (10)

Tr - sin 20

for simple shear stress, where e is measured counter-clockwise

from tensile axis.

When an explosive source is fired in the pre-stressed

plate, the dynamic stress components are superimposed over

the static field given above, producing a complicated iso- I
chromatic and isoclinic pattern (Thomson, et al., 1969).

These complications make it difficult to extract the dynamic

radiation patterns from the framing camera photographs, and

therefore strain gauge observations were used for this purpose.

The radiation pattern of seismic waves from an explosive source

in a glass plate under tensile stress is shown in Fig. 22.

In this figure, in addition to a complicated S-wave radiation

pattern, we also see the development and growth of cracking

and radiation from crack tips. These experiments were repeated

both with plexiglas and glass plates under shear Pre-stress
conditions. The radiation patterns were similar to the above

cases. In the case of pre-stressed plates, the shear wavea

were more abundant than in the unstressed plate experiments.

The maximum stress level was determined by the static

breaking strength of the plate, which was lowered considerably

because of the presence of the shot hole. Further•more, in the
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case of glass plates static floxural failure occurred before

a tensile or shear failure. In the dynamic experiments, the

maximum static stress level achieved was 167 bars.

111.2.2. Strain Guaae Measurements of P-S Wave Radiation Patterns.

A set of four BLH foil strain gauges were used t6 determine

the azimuthal variations of P and S wave radiation patterns under

different pre-stress conditions. Gauge outputs were recorded on

oscilloscopes writing in the single-sweep mode. Each gauge had an

active area of x3.0 wdm, and this limited its response to periods

greater than 4 microsecoids. In most of the experiments strain

gauges were oriented at 450 to the radial direction and placed

at 5 azimuths, at 0 = 0, 30, 60, and 90*, at a distance of

16 cm from the source. Since the presence of symnetry was

shown from framing camera pictures, instrumenting only one

quadrant with strain gauges was sufficient for determining

the radiation pattern.

T'! strain gauge experiments were carried out with shitc

in both unstressed and stressed plates. In the case of un-

stressed plates, no significant S-waves were detected above

the noise level. In the case of pre-stressed plexiglas and

glass plates, however, well-defined S-waves were recorded.

The radiation patterns of P and S-waves for plexiglas and

glass plates, stressed under tension to 163 bars and 114 bars,

respectively, are shown in Figure 23.

Utilizing the local plane wave formulation, strain energy

can be estimated from the obzerv.d compressional and shear
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wave strains radiated.

3

i-11

W I

where W = - energy density and pi and si are principal

stresses and strains respectively. For compressional waves

the i.-cain measured with a .gauge oriented at 450 to the

radial direction (c) is related as c 1 = 2c and for shear

waves c = 1 = -c 2" Thus the compressional and shear wave

potential energy density fluxes, Wp and Ws, can be expressed

as

= V 8v (X4uL1- M C2V
Wp VP X+2p p

(12)

Ws~~ ~ 2 • Vs

where V and V are plate and shear velocities, respectively.
p

For plexiglas and glass used in this experiment, M = 0.95 x 10!1

11, 2and 13.2 x 10 dynes/cm , respectively. The ccrresponding

rigidities for plexiglas and glass are p = 0.143 x i10l and

11 22.5 x 10 dynes/cm2. The shear-to-conipressional potential

energy density ratios are shown in Figure 24 for peak values

'of C.

From the radiation patterns of b-D'h the pleak energy

density ratios and the strain amplitx:des themselves (Figures

23 and 24), it is clear that the S wave radiation can be

explained by either a dipole or double couple Lype source

having approximately a sin 20 azimuthal dependence. The P
- i

% mf-
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wave radiation is less clear since the contribution from the

explosion as well as radiation due to pre-stress are super-

imposed. It is apparent that the radiation pattern for P

would be approximated by a function of 0 cf the form
(A + B cos 2 ) where A and B are constants, suggestir.- zngain

the dipole source with the addition of an isotropic component.

Inspecting the radiation patterns and energy ratios

displayed in Figures 23 and 24, we are faced with two questionst

(1) where does the S wave energy come from, and (2) what is tht

reason for the skewness in the P wave radiation patterns?

Let us first consider the energy question. The total energy

of an elastic wave is equal to twice the potential strain energy

integrated over a cycle. Thus we can compute the P and S

wave energies by int~gratinc the energy fluxes given in (12)

for the duration of the pulse first, and then integrating over

the radiation pattern.

At the level of approximation being used here we can

evaluate these integrals by fittinq each of the compressional

and dilatational half-cycles of strain wave forms with a half

sine wave. Integrating the flux azimuthally, allowing for

the radiation pattern, we obtain approximate expressions for

the total energy Ep and ES in P .ind S wavres for each half-

cycle of duration to:

00Ep = hpV' A'5 to r

(13)

F. rrhpV B, 5 to r
S 45 0
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whore h is the moCul thickness, r is the distance of the

strain gauqe from the source and A4 5 .nd B4 5 are peak strain

gauge readings for the P and S waves respectively in the

record interval under study, and the gauges are assumed

located at the peak of the radiation pattern and oriented at

w/4 to the radius vector from the source. For gauges not

located at the peak of the radiation pattern an additional

correction was applied in obtaining total energy values as

discussed subsequently in cor,'lection with the radiation

patterns. For three shots shown in Figures 23 and 24 (shots

No. 13028, 13029, 13030), the corresponding P wave energies

(averaged from the observations at each gauge) are: 313, 231

and 143 x 105 ergs. The S-wave energies are 49.3, 3.72 and

50.73 x 10 ergs. The corresponding tensile prestress figures

in bars are 163, 163, and 114. Note that the first tw'o shots

are in plexiglas and the third in pyrex glass.

The S-wave energies cannot come from the ccrversion of

the explosive energy into S waves since very little if any

S waves are generated by the explosions in unstressed plates.

Thus, we must look into the onerc'v release from the stressed

plate. The explosion crushes a small circular rcgion of the

plate around the shot point. This nor.r'l'ly de. net exceed

a radius of 1 cm. Beyond this region some radi.l crack's extend

to greater distances. If all the str-iin energy in a zone of

radius a is radiated as scismic ecrgy, the totral ar'ouut

S .... . . i" i • = I • • • • ' .. -• ... • . . ..1 ".... - - • '1
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will be

E = (2 h] Z a. c. Ia h 22(14)ST a h il ' 1 E

where E is Youngs modulus and was determined from observed

plate wave velocities and h is the plate thickness. Equation

(14) gives a good approximation to the upper limit of the

ava..lable seismic enerqy if a is taken to be the radius of

the "quasi-elastic" cracked zone (Archambeau and Sammis,

1970). The problem that arises in estimating the energy

from %114) is that of the definition of the cracked zone

radius. In our experiments, the approximate values for the

radius of the totally crushed and extensively cracked zone

were about 0.4 cm and 1 cm, respectively. The values of EST

for the strain levels of shots 13028, 13029 and 13030 are

tabulated in Table 2 for the larger value of a. Ccmparing

these figures with the previously given wave energies, it

will be apparent that the available strain energy is smaller

than the total energy radiated as S waves for a = 1 cm.

We should further consider that not all the available

strain energy is radiated as seismic energy. In fact, only

a small fraction is likely to be radiated in the spectral

range of our measurements, and this too must be dividcd into

- -- ~-. -- - -~--
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P and S waves. Thus it is clear that a source region much

larger than the crushed zone must be considered. This leads

as to consider relaxation of the medium along the cracks that

radiate to greater distances from the source than those con-

sidered in Table 2. The cracking phenomenon will be dis-

cussed in the next section.

The second problem we must c.onsider is the skewness of

the P wave radiation pattern. This phenomenon, apparent on

our radiation patterns, can also be seen on the data of Kim

and Kizslinger (1967). It cannot be attributed to asymmetry

of the shot since it occurs only in the pre-stressed experi-

ments. Since there is a contribution to P waves from the

radiation of the strain energy due to the relaxation of the

plate, then the mechanism of this relaxation must be taken

into account. From the above discussion as well as from the

description of the cracking in the next section, the growth

of the cracks does affect the r.diation pattern. Furthermore,

where cracks extend close to the obser:vation position, the

growth can be characterized as a unilateral tensile fault.

This presumably is due to the scattering effect of the shattered

region behind the crack tips, on radiation not projected

broadly in the direction of crack prop-ation. '.-e h,'e cmp--uted

the radiation pattern of a unilateral tensile fault propaca-

ting perpendicular to the tens-on axis, utilizing Ang and

Williams' (1959) formulation a:; given by Savage and ?!an,;inha

(1963). Thn radiation patterns for P and S wave:; are

~ -4
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proportional to:

c 1,1-2V Cos 2 O/v) (VP - c cos 0)

and (15)

c sin 20 / (Vs c Cos )

re. ,ectivn!v, w.here c is the crack velocity. In our experi-

ments, the observed iadiation patterns of Figure 23 and 24

have an additional isotropic component due to the explosive

source affecting the P7wave radiation patterns. A set of

theoretical radiation patterns were calculated using (15)

with the addition of various isotropic components. These are

shown in Figure 25. The data of Figure 25 apply to plexi-

glas.

Two aspects of Figure 25 are noteworthy. (a) Increasing

crack propagation velocity produces a shift of the radiation

pattern maximum in the direction of crack propagation and

(b) increasing the isotropic component, while broadening

the radiation pattern, dces not change the position of the

maximum. The radiation pattern maxima for P and S and for

glass and plexiglas were calculated as a function of crack

velocity. The results are shown in Figure 26.

Inspecting the shift in the radiation pattern of P wavs

from the observa'ions of Figure 22 and comparing this to the

theoretical shift of Figure 26, it is apparent that only a

crude estimate of the crack velocity can be obtained, because

of the limited niumber of data pc ints available. A crack

velocity of six tenths The sh,..ar "-..3v sl1 eoCd is c insistent with

- --
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clb);(rvations foi: both materials. The crack specd was, however,

measured accurately from the optical observations, and the

subject of crack propagation will be dealt with separately in

the next section. In reducing the strain gauge observations

to wave energy, as listed in Table 2, gauge observations

were corrected for the radiation pattern effects using a

crack velocity 0.6 V

11.2.3. Near Source Phenom.non and Crack Propagation

The stresses in the-imniediate vicinity of the explosion

are very high and may reach hundreds of kilobars. This easily

exceeds the compressive strength of the material, and a crushed

zone whi.ch extends from a fe,.; millimeters to a centimeter or

more, depending on the shot size and the medium, is developed.

As the stress wave propagates outw-,ard from the shot point,

the pressure falls -jradually until the elastic limit of the

material is reached. Bet.een the crushed and elastic zones,

there is a region of radial cracking produced by the tensile

failure during the unloading (dilatational) phase of th( ttce~

waves. Becaus, of the importdnce of this region for the

radiation patterns of seismic waves, great emphasis was

placed on understanding its ..roperties in our dynamic photo-

elastic experiments.

The immediate source region of an explosion in • thick

glass plate is shown in Figitre 27. The evaporated zone (totally

dark) and the crushed zone are indicated very clcrlv. The
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i. tial 'radial c):acks are visible along the inner edges of the

isochromatics.

In unstressed plate experiments the radial cracks are

distributed isotropically and grow in radial directions. In

the case of pre-stressed plates, initially the cracks do

sta-t radiially. Ilowever, after some time the cracks either

stop growing or turn in the direction dictated by the stress

axes. In the case of plates under tension, the favored direc-

tion of gro'z;th is perpendicular to the tension axis.

The propagation of'explosicn-induced cracks in glass

plate under tension is shown in Figure 28. The preferred

growth (in direction perpendicular to stress axis) and the

radiation of seismic energy from the cracks (light zones) are

indicated clearly. The stress concentration at crack tips

is visible. The dark areas are the stress-free (relaxed) re-

gions.

In addition to the above observations wA have been able

to deterh..ne the velocity of the crack propagation by follow-

ing the progress of crack tips in successive frames. By ro-

peating this for shots at different stress levels, we have

also been able to obtain the pre-stress dependence of the

terminal velocity. The results for a qlass platL,: are -hown

in Figure 29. First of all, the velocities indicated are

terminal velocities. We could not determine the accele'raLion

phase of the crack growth since our measurements could not

4
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begin before 2 cm radial ' -tance. Secondly, there were

variations in velocities between c = 0.7 and 1.7 km/sec,

when short as well as long cracks were measured. This range

is indicated in Fig. 29.

The highest crack velocity in unstressed glass plate is

c = 1.70 ± .03 km/sec. The ratios of this velocity to plate-

compressional and ,.hear velocities are c/V = 0.32 and

c/Vs = 0.51 respectively. For the glass plate stressed to

114 bars tension, the dynamic crack velocity was c = 1.84 ± 0.02

km/sec and the ratios were c/Vp = 0.35 and c!Vs = 0.55. The

intermediate (45 bar) tension pre-stress case gave values the

same as the unstressed case within the experimental error.

It would be useful to compare our values of crack velo-

cities with theoretical prediction as well as other experi-

mental results. There have been extensive theoretical studies

of crack propagation. Most recent reviews can be found in

Liebowitz (Vol. I and II, 1968), Tetelman and McEvilly (1967)

and Cottrell (1970). Very briefly, a necessary condition for

the propagation of an elliptical elastic tensile crack is

that the maximum tensile stress at its tip reach the theore-

tical cohesive strenigth. For completely h-i-i:lo and ,,istic

solids where the elastic limit is much greater than the cohe-

sive stress, the Griffith relationship can be applied. Con-

sidering the crack to be a thin ellipsoid with se!i~i-major and

minor axes I and h, the incrcmeintal rnleage of the stored

elast.ic strain cnergy (WE) is ecqual to Lhe i•, ,-.;w.nt al incrt',-se
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of surface energy (Ws as new surface is created. At the tip

of the crack there is a strong stress concentration. The

transfer of this elastic energy to moving the adjacent

points apart at the crack tip limits the velocity of the crack

growth. With these physical models, an expression can be de-

rived for the propagation velocity of the crack (Tetelman and

McEvilly, 1967):

Ws1-81lvy

c 0.38 V [ 1 -1 A. ]½ 0. 38 V 1 - 8p(l+) S/2 (16)
p WE-

where c = crack velocity, V = compressional velocity (plate
P

velocity in our case) and Ws = surface energy of crack.

WE = strain energy in the crack, Ys = unit surface energy and

r theoretical strength, i = half crack length and v = Poisson's

ratio. For soda-lime glasses, for example, approximate values

are ys 10 3 ergs/cm2 m and Z - 109 dynes/cm2 (Shand, 1961).

From these it is clear that the second term in the brackets

is fairly small and the maximum theoretical crack velocity is

c = 0.38 VD. This theoretical value is in agreement with some

other predictions for tensile fractures in brittle material

where a value of about c = 0.63 Vs is obtained (Yoffe, 1951;

Mansinha, 1964). There have been other theoretical derivations

relating the terminal crack velocity to Rayleigh velocity

(Baker, 1962; Broberg, 1960; Craggs, 1960; Xachanov, 1961;

SLroh, 1957). ii1 these cases where crack velocity coinlcides

with Rayleigh velocity, the theoretical values differ from

* --'- .-*.---...--•
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others, unless the Rayleigh velocity is taken to be lower at

f-he crack tip.

The effect of pre-stress in the material is to increase

stress concentration and the strain energy WE, while reducing
the bonding energy Ws. Thus as the pre-stress level increases,

WsM, approaches zero, and the crack velocity reaches its

asymptotic value of c ÷- 0.38 V
p

The agreement between our measured values of crack velo-

city and the theoretical values of eq. 16 is very good, both

in absolute value and pre-stress dependence. The observed

values are slightly lower than the theoretical values based

.on perfectly brittle behavior. This is expected since there

is always some plastic deformation in the fracture process,

and soft glasses always fail to reach the predicted terminal

velocities.

There have been other measurements of crack velocities

in glass (Schardin, 1959), and these are in excellent agree-

ment with ours. The crack velocities have also been measured

in rock by a high speed photographic technique similar to

ours (Bieniawski, 1966). In gabbro plates, Bieniawski's value

for terminal fracture velocity was c = 1875 m/soc. In torms

of plate velocity V, this value is equivalent to c = 0.31 V
p p

in excellent agreement with our value under zero stress.

The implications of the explosion-induced crack growth

in terms of the radiation pat.ern of seisimic WvtVCe from u.ider-

ground explosions zire siwvr ifta.'1 r- r-l- of al I lit- Crackinq

- ~-~-. p-
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"S*-, ::e o rc.gion, anfl also )r,>v,.'rh'• i:.e neans of

converting some explosion energy into sci'mic %-'aves of compli-

cated radiation pattern. This radiation, however, is iso-

tropic in the case of unstressed media. In the presence of

a stress field or tectonic lineations, the cracks grow in a

preferred direction and to greater lengths, resulting in

coherent radiation of tectonic strain energy as well as some

conv,-rted ex2losion energy. Even under ideal experimental

conditions, however, some complexities are introduced into

the radiation pattcrns due to the presence of several cracks,

and irregularities in growth. These may explain the devia-

tions of some data points from the idealized composite radia-

tion patterns, in the case of field observations such as

those of Figs. 4 and 8.

S-. .. - . ..- . ... -" .... . ...
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IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

So far in this paper we have described separately:

(1) the source properties of several underground explosions

as derived from the analysis of seismograms, and (2) the re-

sults of a series of laboratory experiments dealing with ex-

plosive sources in prestressed media. In this section we will

combine the results of both studies to explain the mechanisms

of Love wave generation and tectonic strain release by

euplosions.

The main results of field data analysis and the associated

laboratory experiments are the following:

1. All explosions detonated in hard media (granite,

rhyolite, tuff) generate some Love waves at or in the immediate

vicinity of the source (see Table 1). Laboratory experiments

indicate that the transverse waves are generated primarily

because of the existence of a stress field. Even in brittle

matezials such as glass, under unstressed conditions, few

transverse waves are generated by an explosive source compared

to the prestressed case.

2. The Love and Rayleigh wave zadiation patterns can be

explainid by a composite source consisting of an isotropic

explosive source plus a double-couple source. It was assumed

that the double-couple component was horizontal (pure strike

slip, vertical fault plane). With the available scattered

data, it is not possible to determine uniquely and reliably

- - ~---
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more definite source models specifying all the parameters

(strike, dip angle, slip d 1cot•i oni, maw-I I iteli) or Itlir -nliti?0

function.

3. The strength of the double-couple source relative

to the explosion (F value) increases with increasing strength

of the medium as shown in Table 1. It should be remembered

that (a) F is period dependent, and Ehe value listed in the

Table is applicable at T z 15-20 seconds, and (b) in general

the F value listed is a lower bound since we assumed a verti-

cal strike slip source function for Love wave generation.

This is the most efficient radiator of Love waves, relative

to Rayleigh waves. Any other double-couple source model

that may fit the observed data would have a larger F value.

4. The orientation of the strike of the double couple

in general is in agreement with the strike of the tectbnic

fiber as determined from the existing faults, strikes of earth-

quakes and the aftershocks following the large explosions such

as Benham (Hamilton and Healy, 1969; Kehrer, 1969; McKeown

and Dickey, 1969; Toks6z, et el., 1965). This phenomenon is

in agreement with what was observed in the experiments with

an explosive point source in prestressed plates, where growth

of the cracks and the radiation pattern of S-waves were

.governed by the principal stresses.

5. The corrected spectra and the resulting timc funrctions

for the Love and Rayleigh waves showed that the Love wave

spectra were relatively richer at longer periods than Rayleigh
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wave spectra. In fact, Bilby data as well as others indicate

that the spectra of Love waves generated by the explosions

are similar to those of comparable magnitude earthquakes.

Explosion generated Rayleigl, daves, on the other hand, have

spectra shifted to shorter periods (Toks8z, et al., 1965;

Molnar, et al., 1969; Toksdz, et al., 1970). Our one-

dimensional laboratory experiments also show that the time

function of stress relaxation, generatad in a pre-stressed rod, is

of much lower frequency compared to those of the explosions (see

Figure 16).

6. The energy of the double-couple component of the

source holds the main clue to the source of this energy and

the mechanism of its release. Although it is difficult to

compute the total energy, at all frequencies, the power of

the double-couple sourc.e relative to the explosion at T z 20

2seconds is proportional to F .(Table 1). The theoretical

estimations of the strain energy release due to the introduc-

tion of a cavity in the pre-stressed medium are hampered by

the lack of direct knowledge of pre-stress (Press and Archam•beau,

1962; Toks6z, et al., 1965; Archanibeau and Sn-riiis, 1970; Smith,

et al., 1969). The laboratory experiments provide some answ.ers.

"From the str:ained rod experiments we see that the S-w..ave st-rain

amplitude increases linearly with pre-.ý' :ss (Figure 17) as ex-

pected theoretically. The calculations carried out using data

from unstressed plate experliments show that relaxation arlound

the cavity alone cannot account for the radiated strain energy.
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Thin combinod with the observe-cd S-wave radiation patterns,

requiring a growing crack, suggest t-hat relaxation associated •
with extended cracking contributes significantly to the

radiation of strain energy in pre-stressed media. In the

case of field testing, relaxation of the medium occurs both
along the newly-formed extended cracks (faults) and a!

inove.c.ent along pLre-exisLing fault zones. Strain mecasure-

ments around the Nevada Test Site sho-w this (Dickey, 1969).

8. Based on field studies as well as our laboratory

experiments ae can state that explosions in pre-stressed

media release some of the strain energy, and the mechanism

of the release of this energy is similar to that of an earth-

quake. The amount of tectonic strain energy released depends

strongly on the pre-existing stress level. Explosion induced

cracking controls the radiation pattern and the extent of

tectonic strain energy release. The explosion cavity alone

cannot account for all the energy release. The radiation

patterns of seismic waves are frequently -'cmtplicated by the

growth of cracks with finite velocities, -ind relaxations

along different faults and cracks.

-- .=~ a
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Long period seismograms of the Bilby explosion at two

LRSM stations: CP-CL (Campo, California, A=482 kin) and

FR-NA (Forsyth, Montana, A=1282 km). Time marks are

10 seconds apart. Z indicates vertical, R and T the

horizontal components, respectively. Numbers are

relative magnification of each component. Note the

absence of Love waves at FR-14A.

Fig. 2. Love and Payleigh waves from the explosion Greeley,

recorded at Kansas City, Mi-'ouri. Z, H are vertical

and horizontal components, respectively.

Fig. 3. Distribution of LRSI4 stations which re,-orded waves from

Bilby in North .mer.ca. "Star" indicates shot location.

Fig. 4. The radiation pattern of normalized Rayleigh waves for

Bilby. The points are the ratio of the amplitudes of

explosion-generated to collapse-generated Rayleigh

waves. The curve is the theoretical radiation pattern

for a composite source consisting of an explosion and

an orthogonal double-couple.

Fig. 5. Rayleigh wave amplitude response of the layWred mcoium

to an explosive source n-ear the surface, with impulsive

time function.

Fig. 6. Love wave amplitude i'csponso of the -d-..djm to a double-

couple source near the surface.

Fig. 7. Love wave to Rayleigh wave vertical component F'ourier

amplitude spectral ratio at four stationi. Dashed lines

are the ratios of peak amplituides ;:,easur(-d in time comnain.
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i'ig. 8. Am1p.i!.ude ratios of the ep].osion-qeneratr;d Love -nI

Rayleigh waves (Uo/URz) as a function of azimuth.

The theoretical curve is for the composite source

described in Fig. 4.

Fig. 9. Payloigh wave pulses at two stations plotted from

digitized data.

Fig. 10. Fourier amplitude spectra of the Rayleigh ,:.ave pulses

shcwn in Fig. 9.

Fig. 11. Ground disn]1•cement spectra obtained from those of

Fig. 10 after correction for instrument response.

Fig. 12. Amplitude s;pectra of source time function after cor-

rection for propagation effects. Circles indicate

data uncorrected for attenuation; triangles ind'cate

the data corrected taking Q = 100.

Fig. 13. The Rayleigh wave source time function for Bilby at

the boundary of the seismic zone where strains are

infinitesimal.

Fig. 14. Amplitude spectra of source t1ime function for Love

waves after correction for propagation effects.

Circles are uncorrected; triangles are corrected for

attenuation taking Q = 100.

Fig. 15. Laboratory set-up for one-dimensional experiment.

Stress waves from an explosive source in a rod under

torsion are recorded by strain gauges.

Fig. 16. Strain gauge seismograms from one-dimensional experi-

ment at different pro-stress values.
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Fig. 17. "_.xlitudcs of P and S .,ýives as a function of pre-strain.

Fig. 18. Experimental set-up for the two-dimensional dynamic

photoelastic studies of explosive sources in pre-

stressed media.

Fig. 19. Tsochromatics and isoclinics from a shot in unstressed

16--- thick plexiglas. Interfra~me time 4.16 !iJsec.

Fig. 20. Theoretical isochromatics and isoclinics for P and S

waves.

Fig. 21. Theoretical pulse shapes as a function of distance for

radial strc:is aud displacement and maximum shear stress,

from a cylindrical source in a plate. r is distance

in units of source radius.

Fig. 22. Isochromatics and isouilnics from a shot in a thick

glass plate stressed under tension (45 bars). Inter-

frame time 2.08 I-sec. Note the growth of cracking.

Fig. 23. Dynami.c radiation patterns of P and S waves from ex-

plosive sources in p;:e-stressed plexiglas and glass

plates under tension, as measured by strain gauges.

Fig. 24. Maximum strain energy ratios of P and S waves versus

azimuth from tensile axis.

Fig. 25. Theoretical P and S wave radiation patterns from a

tensile fault plus explosion in glass. Each curve

individually normalized to its extreme value. e, a

are compressional and shear velocities in the plate.

c = crack propagation velocity. Up/UC ir the r.atio

of the strength of the isotropic component to tensile

crack component.
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• ;. 26. a of L2:: .rnt:ind oi gheui-.:.iýca •7 iation j.-

of P and S waves as a function of crack velocity for

a tensile crack. i.

SFig. 27 ITMucediate source region of an explosive source in -

thic:k pyrex plate glass, showing dynamic cracking and

ioghr',r,-atc gringje pattern. Picture taken 12 11sec

after detonation. Exposure time is 0.1 psec.

Fig. 28. Dynamfic photoelastic isoclinic and isochromatic patterns

produced b~y radial explosive source in thick pyrex

glass plate. Tensional prestress in vertical direction I
of 45 bars is applied to plate. Polarizer and analyzer

polarization axes are at 45" and 1350 with respect to

horizontal. Effective exposure time for each frame,

0.25 usec. a,b,c, and d frames taken at 26.0, 42.7,

53.1, and 55.2 psec after expansion of explosive source.
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TABLE 2

Observed S-wave and calculated maximum available energies

for explosions in pre-stressed plexiglas and glass plates.

Maximum availableTensile strain energy
pre-stress Observed S tShot No. Medium (bars) wave energy a = cm

13028 Plexiglas 163 49.3 x 105 2.84 x A05

13029 Plexiglas 163 (?) 3.72 x 105 2.84 x10

13030 Glass 114 0.73 x 105 0.16 x 105
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III. PILE DRIVER AND GRE'ELEY: TECTONIC UTILITY AND DANGERS

OF NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS

Published in Science, 173.,-230-233, July 16, 1971.
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ABSTILACT

The tectonic strain energy released by several under-

ground nuclear explosions has bu-.n calculated through an

analysis of seismic surface waves. The proportionally

great amount of energy released in the case of certain events

suggests both the possible uses for as well as hazards of

underground testing.
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Seismic waves generated by underground nuclear explosions

quite often indivate complications arising from the interaction

of the explosive source with the surrounding inhomogeneous

medium. The clearest evidence of such an interaction is the

generation of horizontally polarized Sit and Love waves by many

explosions. The radiation patterns of these waves and the

mechanisms of their generation have been a subject of a number

of studies (1). It is generally agreed that an explosion deto-

nated in a pro-stressed medium radiates some ambient strain

energy because of relaxation around the cavity and extended

cracks. The extent of this relaxation and the amount of energy

released, however, have not been accurately determined.

The radius of the zone of relaxation and the amount of

tectonic strain energy release are two characteristics of

nuclear explosions which are of extreme importance. The first

consideration which depends upon a knowledge of these charac-

teristics is the feasibility of utilizing underground explosions

for earthquake control. Explosions might be effective in

periodically releasing accumulating tectonic strain energy

in active areas, thus possibly preventing major earthquakes.

The second consideration concerns the safety of large under-

ground explosions. An explosion which releases very large

amounts of strain energy would have the same effect as that

of a large earthquake. If larger devices are tested in new

locations where ambient stress patterns are not known, the

strain release problem becomes more critical. As a third
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point, the release of large amouiits of pre-existing strain

energy may affect some (but not all) of the seismic discrimi-

nation methods between earthquakes and explosions.

The cases that have been studied to date indicate that

some strain energy was released by most nuclear explosions

F detonated in relatively hard media (2). However, the strain

energy released was less than the equivalent seismic energy

of the explosions themselves in all but one case. The ex-

ception was Hardhat, detonated in granite. The excessive

strain anergy release in this case was attributed to the

possible triggering of an earthquake f3).

In this paper we will report on two other Nevada Test

Site explosions (Pile Driver and Greeley) which generated

large Love waves and released significant amounts of tectonic

strain energy. Data from these events was obtained from

LRSM (Long Range Seismic Measurements), WWSS (World Wide

Standard Seismograph), and CSS (Canadian Standard Seismograph)

system stations located throughout North America. The long

period records were digitize4 and filtered. The two hori-

zontal components at each station were rotated to radial and

tangential directions with respect to the explosions in order

to separate the Love waves. The resulting tangential compo-

nent (Love waves) and the vertical component (Rayleigh waves)

were then Fourier analyzed to obtain the amplitude spectra.

In Figure l, long period seismograms of three explosions

are illustrated. Tan, detonated near the other events, has
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been included as an example of it ,.-:ical explosion which did

not generate extensive Lov,ýe w.:ven. In this study both the

radiation patterns of Raylei'..h %-, ,e:- and Love to Rayleigh

wave amplitude ratios were u:-c.k.! H• aterrnjnre the strain

energy release.

An explosion with associatcd tectonic strain release can

be represented by a composite sourcu consisting of an isotropic

explosion component and a double-couple strain release compo-

nent (4).. Assuming that the time delay between the explosion

and the strain release as well as the differences between

Love and Rayleigh wave time funcLicis are negligible, expres-

sions for Rayleigh and Love wave far field displacements from

such a composite source are civen by

UR(w) = CR(w)[1 + F sin 20] expli(wt-kRr)]

(1)

UjL(u) = CL(w) cos 20 exp[i(wt-kLr)]

where CR and CL are functions of frequency, distance, and the

medium, w is frequency, t is time, kR and kL are the Rayleigh

and Love wave numbers, and r is the radial distance from the

source. 8 is the azimuthal orientation of the double-!.ouple

and F, the parameter of greatest interest, is the strength of

the double-couple relative to the explosion.

If the differences between Love and Rfayleigh wave attenua-

tion and source time functions are considered negligible, the
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following expression is obtained for the Love over Rayel-4,h

wave amplitude ratio

luLl C LRM F cos 20

S= 1 + F sin 2(2)

where CLR is a function of frequency and the medium. An auto-

matic error scheme was applied to fit the observed data to

this formulation (5). A grid was formed between the two para-

meters F and 0, and the error between the data and the theore-

tical combinations of F and 0 was contoured.

Figure 2 shows the best fitting Love over Rayleigh wave

radiation patterns for Pile Driver and Greeley along with the

observed data. The parameter F determined for these two events

was 3.2 and 1.6. respectively. In Figure 3a, the best fitting

Rayleigh wave pattern for Pile Driver is shown with the observed

data and some actual seismograms. In addition to amplitude,

phase (polarity) has been included. The polarity reversals

predicted by our best fitting theoretical model (since F >> 1)

are indeed observed wheR the Pile Driver data is compared to

that of Tan.

The Rayleigh wave radiation pattern for Greeley is shown

in Figure 3b. In this case, the strength of the strain releas_

component was close to that of the explosion, and the amplitudes

of the inverted lobes were therefore small. In spite of this,

a very clear phase reversal can be observed relative to the

Boxcar event as seen at LASA from the data of Filson (6).

S ... , n , . .. .. ' - • • i•''--------" a• • •- •. ,.•.•• -. ... • • • -- •= ,. •- .
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The source model for the Hardh:ot event was -tudied by a simi-

lar technique and described in a previous publication (7).

The results were almost identical to Pile Driver, and clear

polarity reversals could be ob-'.rved.

Since the radiation pntt.rns of P waves are similar to

those of Rayleigh waves, we investigated these body waves to

determine any polarity reversals. The short period records,

however, appeared to be dominated by the explosive component

and near-source irregularities. Only on the long period com-

ponents of 3 statiorz did P waves from Greeley appear reversed

relative to Boxcar. In the case of Pile Driver, the long

period P waves were far too small to be useful.

The source data for the three explosions of concern,

.Hardhat, Pile Driver, and Greeley, as well as that for some

other events, are summarized in Table 1. In addition to

double-couple strengths, we have computed the ratio of surface

wave energy of the double-couple component, Etect , to the

energy of the explosion. This ratio (8) is closely approxi-

mated by

SEtect / Eexp = 4/3 F2 .

Several conclusions can be derived from these data.

Generally (in the Nevada Test Site), explosions in harder

media such as granite release more tectonic strain energy

than explosions in softer formations such as tuff or alluvium.
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These latter media have low rigidities and cannot accumulate

shear strain energy because of plastic deformation under stress.

Salt is a very good example of such a plastic: medium. None

of the explosions in salt generated measurable Love waves.

Not all explosions in a gjiven medium, however, have propor-

tionally the same strain release associated with them, as

indicated by Shoal versus Pile Driver and Hardhat. Thus in

addition to a rigid medium, h5igh ambient tectonic stresses

are important in determining the strain energy release by an

explosion. The simildrity of the Pile Driver and Hardhat

results indicate that, 1) the regional tectonic framework

controls the radiation pattern, 2) in a given medium and

area, each explosion releases strain energy proportional to

its own explosive energy, 3) the spontaneous energy release

comes from the vicinity of the shot rather than from an earth-

quake triggered at a distance of ten kilometers or more.

Strain adjustments at such distances appear to take place

gradually as indicated by the spread of aftershock activity

that follows some large explosions (9).

The implications of these results in terms of the utility

of nuclear explosions for the release of tectonic stresses

and earthquake control are encouraging. Since an explosion

can release accumulated strain energy considerably greater

than its own (more than ten times greater in the cases of

Pile Driver and Hardhat) in the vicinity of the shot point,

such events could be used to relax small regions. One
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possible application would be to 1,e-activatc a site in a seiz-

miczlly active region prior to LIc1 construction oi so;a project

such as a nuclear power plant. flowever, at the present we do

not know how long it ta;es for thc. tectonic stress field to

build up to its initial .lcvcl following aii explosion. 'A hc

Hardhat and Pile Driver shot locations were only about a half

kilometer apart. Yet Pile Driver, detonated four years later,

radiated proportionately the same amount of strain energy.

This does not necessarily mean that strain energy reaccumulated

at the Hardhat site in only four years. Since the yield of

Pile Driver was 10 times greater than that of Hardhat, the

stress relaxation (primarily due to cracking) most likely ex-

tended beyond the relaxation zone cf the Hardhat explosion.

Thus tectonic strain energy was released from a larger volume

in the case of Pile Driver. The use of explosions to release

tectonic strain energy in areas which are already developed,

however, is clearly not feasible.

For the same reasons that explosions could prove useful,

nuclear testing in regions of high ambient stresses might

have serious consequences. Since the medium properties and

not the shot yield control the proportion of energy release,

a large explosion could release large amounts of tectonic

strain energy. For example, with the energy factor of Pile

Driver or Haxdhat, a one-megaton explosion could release energy

equivalent to that of a magnitude MS = 6.3 earthquake. For

a ten megaton explosion this could be equivalent to a magnitude

-~ ~-i.--;~-~- ~ -- - -A
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MS = 7.2 earthquake, indccd a PltM-'ntialIy dentructive earth-

quake. Thus in any testing prodJram, thesc factors must be

taken into account, and hard iie&U.a should be avoided unless

the ambient stress levels are hnown to be low.

1M. Nafi Toksbz -

Harold H. Kehrer

Department of Earth and

Planetary Sciences

Massachusetts Institute of

Technology

Caz•bridge, Massachusetts 02139
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FIGUv.:; CAT TlONZ

Fig. 1. Long period filLcrcd seihsmograms illuctrating relative

generation of Love w~ave by three N.T.S. explosions recorcd

at Weston, Massachusetts. Love waves appear on the tang,•ntial

components (T) about two minutes earlier than the Rayleigh

waves on the vertical components (Z). Note the large amplitude

of Love waves relative to Rayleigh waves for Pile Driver and

Greeley explosions.

Fig. 2. Love over Rayleigh wave amplitude radiation patterns

for Pile Driver and Greeley. For theoretical curves (solid

lines), the following parameters were used: orientation (UJ)

and strength of double couple (F), 3400 from north and 3.2

respectively for Pile Driver, and 3550 and 1.6 for Greeley.

Data symbols: I WWSS stations; A LRSM stations; 9 CSS

stations.

Fig. 3. Rayleigh wave radiation patterns for explosive com-

ponent (circles), strain release component (broken curves),

and composite source representing the theoretical models (solid

curves, parameters those of Fig. 2). The polarity (phase) of

Rayleigh waves in different quadrants of the radiation pattern

is indicated by (+) and (-). (a) Pile Driver with seismograms

compared to those of Tan. Pile Driver traces are below those

of Tan. Dashed line traces have their polarities reversed.

Note the perfect match of wave shapes, with polarities reversed
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at JP-AT and BOZ as predictA. :. by tile moidul. ;) Groelcv. i-..•h

seismograms compared to tho.;e of a0l fboak (COT, and OXF) and

Boxcar (LASA). The lower tc.-" from Grcc.lev. Pol"-rit"

reversal is very clear at LASA. Data symbols: A LPS:.i

stations; A LRSM statirn- ,:,hc,-:e r('v\,rsed polarity was

observed; E WMISS stations; a CSS stations.

I 8V
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